REFRESH Food Waste Solution Contest

ecologic institute produced a stop-motion video trailer for announcing the Contest. It features protesting foodstuffs.

Objectives of the contest:
- Highlight and support solutions to food waste and food packaging waste at any part of the food chain.
- Encourage development, implementation and spread of innovative solutions.
- Engage stakeholders in dialogue with the REFRESH project, other stakeholders, and the public.

47 Projects from across Europe were selected as finalists. Contest submissions were made by individuals, organisations, start-ups and large companies. Submissions had to be in English and in the format of a video or a visual essay.

The expert jury judged the projects based on their innovativeness, realisation potential, impact, and visual quality.

The contest was helpful to engage with stakeholders and to encourage the spread of food waste innovations.
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Up to 61,000 votes were cast over 28 days of the public award period. The public award was cast by the public and the jury. The public award was cast by the public and the jury. The public. 71% of the REFRESH Facebook fans are women.

The project created interest in REFRESH and to encourage the implementation of their projects to schools.

Women are especially interested in the issue of food waste.
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